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1, ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES FOR EXMŒNING THE PROGRAMME, BUDGET AND ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE, FINANCIAL AND PERSONNEL MATTERS (PROPOSAL MADE ВУ THE 
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA): Item 3 of the Supplementary Agenda (Documents 
EB19/62, EB19/68 and Add.1)

1 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed Mr Wershof, Permanent Representative of Canada, and 

invited him to put his Government
f

s views on its proposal (document EB19/62).
1 

Mr WEESHOP thanked the Chairman and the Director-General for arranging to have 

the item proposed by his Government put on the agenda of the session. He also 

thanked the Board for permitting him to be present on behalf of the Canadian Government 

to amplify its proposal. 

To avQid any raisunderstanding, he wished to stress at the outset that the 

Canadian proposal was not aimed at providing a more effective means of cutting WHO,s 

budget and reducing the Canadian contribution to it. Should the Canadian Government 

take the view at any time that a cut was necessary, there was machinery available 

within the Organization for putting forward that view at the appropriate time. He 

had thought it worth while to emphasize that point and would mention that the best 

evidence in support of it was the Canadian Government
1

 s record in providing aid and 

contributions for international purposes. From the end of the Second World War 

through the fiscal year 1956-1957^ Canada had provided more than $ 斗 billion of 

assistance to other countries. During the fiscal year 1956-1957, expenditures would 

probably exceed $ 118 million. Neither of those figures included the cost of 

providing Canadian contingents to the United Nations Emergency Force and NATO. 

When the proposal was viewed in the light of expenditures of that magnitude, the 

Canadian Government hoped that any members of the Board who might entertain doubts 

on the point would be reassured. 

These documents are reproduced in Annex 19 to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. J6 
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He would also like to stress that the proposal did not imply any criticism 

whatsoever of the Director-General or his able and âevoted associates responsible 

for the acbninistration of WHO, The Canadian Government held WHO in high respect 

6Xid the proposals of principle it had made for the purpose of improving methods of 

preparing the budget did not imply criticism of the ^âministrati on or suspicion of 

Inefficiency. The real purpose was to provide govwmnerrts with a better opportunity 

for critical examination of past operations and proposals for future expenditure 

in the annual budget• In the Canadian view, as a matter of principle, lumber 

governments should have not only the right, but a convenient opportunity to make a 

detailed examination of the programme, budget and related matters. If such an 

opportunity was given - and the Canadian Government felt that present arrangements 

did not provide a satisfactory one - two important advantages would result. First, 

Mender governments would be able to satisfy themselves that the Organization was 

applying the same standards of priority programming and administrative efficiency 

that had to be exercised in national planning and administration. Could it 

reasonably be expected that major contributing governments should continue to 

appropriate increasing amounts for the work of any organization when they were not 

given an opportunity to malee a detailed examination of the budget, vdiile at the same 

time insisting on a careful scrutiny of domestic programmes for the purpose of 

allocating priorities and increasing administrative efficiency? That implied a kind 

of double standards one for national governments and the other, less severe, for 

international organizations, including 

The second advantage would be that the more detailed examination would permit 

the Organization to demonstrate to government representatives that it was following 

the highest standards of programming and administration, and that would establish 
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solid arguments for the Organization's continued growth and expansion* • In other 

words, it was not sufficient that the Organization should be confident of the 

efficiency of its administration and planning; it was equally important that 

machinery be provided whereby Member governments could be informed and convinced in 

the matter. 

The Canadian Government was aware that the general lines of the first part of 

its proposal were not new* both the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had 

considered similar proposals (i.e. to establish a small budget working group of the 

Assembly) several times in the past. It was also aware that, two years ago, the 

Board had suggested that the Health Assembly adopt procedures on the same general 

lines and the Health Assembly had rejected the proposal. The Canadian Government 

could understand that, in those circumstances, some members of the Board might feel 

that it was not practicable to re-submit similar proposals. That consideration had 

been taken fully into account and, nevertheless, the Canadian Government believed 

that the matter was sufficiently important to raise again. It hoped that the Board 

would decide to submit specific proposals to the Tenth World Health Assembly with 

a view to their implementation. 

Before terminating his remarks, he would like to clear up a misunderstanding that 

had arisen regarding the second Canadian proposal, namely, to seek the increased help 

of the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. 

The Director-General's report on the proposal (document EB19/68) reviewed, inter alia, 

the history of relations between WHO and that body (Annex 2). The Direct or-Gene ral 

stated there that he considered the annual review by the Advisory Committee very 

useful and would be sorry if it were only an occasional one, as suggested in the 

Canadian proposal• He could assure the Director-General that the proposal was not 

intended to replace the present annual review by an occasional review of the same kind. 
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What was meant was a periodical review, at possibly two-year intervals, of a much 

more thorough kind than the annual review. So far as providing information to 

Member States was concerned, the present annual review of the WHO budget carried out 

by the Advisoiy Committee was rather perfunctory in comparison to that boar's 

ÔîOBilnation of the United Nations budget. One further serious disadvantage of the 

current report of the Advisory Committee was that it was submitted one year late: 

its report on the 1957 budget, for example, would come before the Health Assembly 

only when it was considering the 1958 budget. That was not a satisfactory 

arrangement. 

In that connexion, he cited excerpts from the Advisory Committee's report on the 

administrative budgets of the specialized agencies for 1956 (Official Records No. 68, 

page 170). After summarizing the procedures followed in reviewing agency budgets, 

the report went on to state that the practices that had been developed in that regard 

both in the Advisory Committee and in the Fifth Committee constituted no more than a 

cursory review of the agency budgets j that it was doubtful whether such a review 

could be regarded as an adequate inclementation of Article 17, paragraph 3, of the 

Charter j and that the time had perhaps come when the question should be reconsidered. 

The Advisory Committee had, accordingly, wondered whether it might not be possible to 

substitute far the present procedure a more thorough review, to be made at regular 

intervals of a few years, with only one or, at most, two agencies coming under review 

in a given year. It would thus be seen that the Canadian Government was, in effect, 

repeating the Advisory Committee's own suggestion. 

To sum. up, therefore, the Canadian Government considered that it would be more 

useful for Member governments and more in the interests of ¥H0 if the present Advisory 

Ccanmittee review were replaced ly a mare thorough examination of the budget early in 

the year at two or three-year intervals» 
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He welcomed the information, given in document EB19/68, that the Director-General 

had invited the Advisory Committee to visit WHO Headquarters in the spring of 1957. 

He understood, however, that the Advisory Committee would be restricted under the 

terms of the relevant General Assembly resolution to studying administrative and 

budgetary co-ordination between WHO, the United Nations and other specialized agencies, 

including Technical Assistance. It was true that that was a very useful objective； 

yet it was not the same as a thorough study of the Orgariization's administration and 

budget. Should it be found, on detailed examination that what the Canadian proposal 

aimed at was outside the present terms of reference of the Advisory Committee, he was 

confident that the United Nations General Assembly would, on request from WHO, agree 

to make the necessary change in that body's mandate. 

In conclusion, he would emphasize that the Canadian Government had an open mind 

on the particular methods considered appropriate for achieving its objective, although 

it had submitted some suggestions in document EB19/62. The main purpose of the 

Canadian Government was to have the Tenth World Health Assembly adopt procedures, 

on the recommendation of the Executive Board, which would permit a more thorough 

examination of "Wie programme and budget by Member governments. Sucl\ action would 

be highly desirable from the point of view of governments and, in the long run, it 

would undoubtedly be to the advantage of the Organization itself. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr Wershof for his explanation and amplification of the 

Canadian
5

Government's proposal. The Board would certainly appreciate the spirit in 

which that proposal was being made. Before opening the discussion on it, he would 

ask Mr Siegel to speak. 
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№ SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

wished to state at the outset that the Director-General believed that the subject 

tmder consideration was one of considerable importance from the standpoint of the 

Orcanlzationts best interest in the future. The Director-General had consistently 

h e X
d the view that it was exceedingly important for lumber governments to feel 

satisfied with the way in which the Organization's work was carried out and vith the 

opportunity given to its legislative organs to examine all aspects of the work and 

express a considered opinion on it-

The procedures which had been instituted Ъу the Health Assembly and the 

Sxecutive Board since the inception of the Organization were presumably based on the 

best available experience of other international organizations. The governments 

represented in the ¥orld Health Assembly had established a set of procedures to 

g 0 V
e m the administrativo, fii^ncial and programming operations of the Organization. 

Anxious that the Board should have the fullest information at its disposal, the 

Director-General had prepared a report (doc^ent EB19/68) suinmarizing the procedures 

a d e
p t e d from the beginnin

G
 of the Organization C ^ m e x l), and givin

G
 a history of WHO 

relations with, the Advisory Committee (."шпезс 2). 

It would be evident from the material contained in that report that the Health 

Assembly and the Board had had the matter under constant review since the inception 

of the Organization. But that remark should not be construed as rncaning that the 

system evolved was necessarily perfect. The Organization was always prepared to 

consider ways of improvtog its vorlc. In that consideration, hox,ever, it would be 

u s e f u
l to take account of the experience coined over the past ten years and of the nee 

t o
 avoid duplication of work, not only by members of the Secretariat but Ъу the 

representatives cf Member governments as well. 
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With regard to the Canadian Government's suggestion that the Advisory Committee 

should make a periodical detailed exaMnation of the programme and budget, there was 

one further aspect to which he would like to draw the Board丨s attention, пагаеДу, the 

composition of that body. It was clear from the Rules of Procedure of the United 

ifetions General Asseiribty (Rules 156 and 157), that members of the Advisory Committee 

were individuals selected by name. 

In examining the Canadian proposal the Board would, he was sure, wish to bear 

in mind the question of the possible duplication of the procedures now in force 

within the Organization for detailed examination of the programme and budget estimates. 

The Canadian representative had mentioned a similar proposal that had been 

rejected by the Eighth World Health Assembly. In that connexion, he would recall 

that the Seventh World Health Assembly had requested the Executive Board to study 

the procedure for consideration of the 1956 programme and budget estimates at the 

Eighth World Health Assembly, and the desirability of having a working party of the 

Assembly established for that purpose (document EB19/68, page 8). The Board at its 

fifteenth session had recommended that the Eighth Health Assembly set up such a 

working party. The Eighth Health Assembly had established a joint coinmittee of the 

tvro main committees to consider the Board is recommendation, to íAiich an amendment 

had been put forward. Both the original proposal and the amendment had been 

rejected and the Eighth Health Assembly had decided to follow the procedure previously 

in force. The substance of the Canadian Governmentis proposal was very similar to 

that of the two proposals in question. 

Finally, reverting to the suggested extended use of the Advisoiy Committee, it 

might be useful for the Board to have fuller information on the discussion that had 

taken place at the tenth session of the General Assembly of the United Nations 
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on the Advisoiy Committee's suggestion that a more thorough review might be 

substituted for the present review of the administrative budgets of the specialized 

agencies. Several delegations had stated that, while they would support consider-

ation of methods which might enhance effective co-ordination of and unity of purpose 

in the programmes and activities of the organizations and concentration of the 

resources available for them, caution must at the same time be exercised to ensure 

that tho autononçr of the specialized agencies in the proper fields of effort was 

not in^aired (Official Records No. 68, Annex 20, Appendix 2， paragraph 7). 

He would be very glad to supply any further information tho Board mi^ht desire. 

The CHAIRMAN declared the discussion open. 

Mr BOUCHER, alternate to Sir John Charles, said that he was grateful to the 

representative of the Canadian Government for having amplified paragraph 6 of 

document EB19/62, and in particular the part of that paragraph relating to the 

United Nations Advisory Committee. He thought the proposals in that document were 

excellent and would be of the greatest value in improving ¥H0«s procedure for 

examining the Director-General‘s proposed programme and budget estimates. The 

fact that the Health Assembly had already considered and rejected a proposal 

similar to the Canadian Government»s proposal was not in his opinion sufficient 

reason for refraining from asking the Health Assembly to consider the matter again. 

He hoped that the Board would recommend all the proposals in document EB19/62 to 

the Health Assembly. 
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Professor PARI^DT said that the Board should be grateful to the Canadian 

Government for having made the proposals in document EB19/62. 

Mr Siegel had recalled that the Health Assembly had rejected a proposal that 

it should establish a budget working group: but the Health Assembly had the right 

to reverse its decisions • He saw nothing against the Board recommending that the 

Health Assembly reconsider the question of establishing such a working group. 

Although there ште a number of financial experts in delegations to the 

Health Assembly, and indeed among the members of the Board and their alternates 

and advisers, he thought that it would often be useful to have advice from the 

United Nations Advisory Committee on the administrative and financial aspects of 

the Director-General's proposed programme and budget estimates. It should not, 

of course, be made obligatory for WHO to obtain such advice. The specialized 

agencias should keep their autonortçr and freedom of action. Freedom of action did 

not mean confusion, but neither did organization iiiean autocracy . It was always 

useful to hear the advice of the people most qualified to give ±fc, but he was 

firmly opposed to WHCHs being obliged systematically and regularly to ask for that 

advice. 

Dr EL-CHATTI noted that the main purpose of the Canadian Government's proposals 

was to ensure that Member govornments had adequate opportunity to study the 

Director-General‘s proposed programme and budget estimates : he would point out 

that Member governments had roughly five months in which to study them before a 

decision was taken on them by* the Health Assembly• WHO was completely different 

from ацу other international organization; the Health Assembly should be allowed 



to continua examining the Organisation ̂  s programme and budget without arrangements 

being made for some other governmental organization to participate in that work. 

He was tharefora opposed to the proposals made by the Canadian Government. 

Dr SIRI said the Board should be grateful to the Canadian Governrent for 

trying to find a way of overcoming the difficulties which had been encountered 

during the yearly examination of the Director-General*s proposed programme and 

budget estimates. Each of the Canadian Government
1

 s proposals deserved carefùl 

consideration. 

Regarding the proposal that the Advisory Committee on Administrative and 

Budgetary Questions should carry out a thorough review of the proposed programme 

and budget estimates before they -were considered by the Health Assembly, he felt 

it his duty to draw attention to the fact that the proposal raised questions of 

principle regarding the autonoirçr, rights and duties of WHO, and indeed its very-

existence . He was convinced that the Canadian Government sincerely wanted to 

improve the procedure for examining the programe and budget estimates, but if its 

proposals were followed, WHO would be giving up much of its freedom of action. 

To ask the Advisory Coinmittee to judge hhose estimates would be tantamount to 

handing over the keys of WHO to a foreign Ьоду
у
 which, although it had world-wide 

responsibilities ̂  was not compel ont to assess the estimates since it could not 

enter into WHO*s problems. 

Regarding the established internal procedure of WHO for dealing with the 

programme and budget estimates, it could be argued that there were many defects. 

Every year delegations felt frustrated when they discussed the estimates because 

not enough money could be obtained to carry out all the work which WHO should do. 

But one must be realisticj men were never able to obtain all they wanted, not even 
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in so far as their imperative health requirements were concerned. Not everyone 

could be satisfied. The procedure followed by WHO was, he thought, entirely 

normal in as far as intergovernmental relations were concerned; it might not be 

perfect, but it was acceptable and sufficiently useful to warrant the Organization 

refraining from making any changes to it without first studying very carefully all 

the questions involved. 

The proposed programme and budget estimates were careful]^ drawn up by the 

Director-General and his staff; they wore then considered by the Board and the 

Standing Committee. All Member governments had several months in which to study 

them before they were discussed by the Health Assembly； and at the Health Assembly, 

when they were discussed by the Committee on Programme and Budget, all Members had 

an opportunity to make any proposals they wished. To arrange for them to be 

discussed by an additional Ьофг, in which governments could again give their opinion, 

would certainly not simplify the situation. 

He was not proposing that the Board should reject the Canadian Government's 

proposals out of hand; but they should not be approved without very careful study. 

Dr CLARK also expressed appreciation of the action taken by the Canadian 

Government in submitting its proposals. 

Dr MOORE said that if WHO adopted the Canadian Government's proposals it would 

not lose any of its independence of action, but it would be laying the foundation 

for a sounder review of the programme and budget estimates. 
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Mr SAITA was grateful to the Canadian Government for submitting the proposals. 

In spite of the fact that governments had an opportunity to examine the Director» 

General's proposed programme and budget estimates before the Assembly discussed them， 

and in spite of doubts expressed by some members of the Board, ш the grounds that the 

Health Assembly had already rejected a proposal to establish a budget working group, 

he was in favour of the Board reccxnmending the Canadian proposals to the Health 

Assembly because the matter was one of vital importance. He agreed with Dr 

Moore that in adopting these proposals, №0 would not be surrendering any of its 

independence of action» 

He had noted the statement in paragraph 4 of document EB19/62 that Canada 

had no fixed views an. the procedures under discussion, and he presumed that that 

statement meant that the Canadian Government was not proposing any specific course 
• 

for the Board to follow. That being so, he thought that the Board should refer Ше 

V •. 
«hole matter to the Health Assembly, 

Dr JAFAR also thought there was no reason for supposing that Ш0 would be 

surrendering its independence if it adopted the Canadian Governments preposal for 

a review by the Advisoiy Committee, since that Committee had for mar\y years been 

regularly examining WHO's budget. It was only a question of making greater use of 
if 

the Advisory Committee and of establishing olossr relations between it and 

If the majority of the members of WHO decided that an additional WHO boc|y should 

be established to examine the Director-General
l

s proposed programme and budget estimates, 

the Board should welcome such an arrangement as improving ШЮ'з internal procedures 

for their examination, in which the Standing Committee and the Board were already 

taking part. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L said that he was grateful to the representative of the 

Canadian Government for explaining the proposals in document EB19/62 to the Board» 

Those proposals had been submitted by a single government, but they represented the 

views of many- governments whose representatives on the Fiftti Coimnittee of the United 

Nations General Assembly had repeatedly expressed doubts, regarding the progranmie 

planning and budgetajy procedures of the specialized agencies. He, and the 

Directors-General of other specialized agencies,had explained to the Eccaioraic and 

Social Council of the United Nations at its twenty-second session, in 1956， the way 

in which their agency programmes were drawn up and their budgetary procedures. 

From attending that meeting he had gained the impression that there was a certain 

frustration among some members of the Council because they could not find ways and 

means of fully analysing the programmes and. budgets of the various agencies» He 

had no objection to anyone examining his proposed programme and budget estimates, 

The question of whether the Health Assembly should establish an additional Ьоф- to 

examine them was of course one which the Health Assembly alone could decide» His 

proposed programme and bucget estimates were eveiy year sent to all Member goverruiEnts 

before 31 December, and the Board's report on them was sent around 15 March} 

governments therefore had good time in -which to examine them before the Health Assemb]^ 

took a decision on them. 

He considered that the arrangaments made between the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies regarding the latterprogrammes and budgets, and which were 

described in Annex 2 of document EB19/68, had been'veiy fruitful, The annual review 

by the United Nations Advisoiy Coramittea of l®0«s administrative budget was very useful. 

The Advisory Committee had carried out a particularly thorough examination in IID 
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and UNESCO in 1956 and they would carry out similar examinatlofts in ВД0 and in 

FAD during ttie year which had just begun. But any broadening of the functions 

of the Advisory Committee where the programme planning and b u d ^ t s of the specialized 
ч » 

ageaeiee were ooncerned, would inevitably entail a loss of autraaca^r, The ra was a 

difference between examination of his proposed progranm» and budget estimates by a 

bocljr consisting of iedivjbdual financial experts who «ere nat> government representatives 

and such an exâmination by a body composed of repreeentativea of Member goveniments. 

Kie Advisory Coramittee coujLd not cariy out a ccmplete examinatlcai of WHO，s budget, 

because that was not possible without assessing Ш0
1

8 programme and the Advisory 
4 

Coaunittee was not competent to assess that programme. Bid the Board perhaps think 

that Ш0 should itself set up a small body composed of suitably qualified experts to 

examine the programme aral budget estimates? 

‘The CHAIHMftN Inquired whether the representative of the Canadian Goveramant 

wished to comment on any points raised during the discussion* 

Mr WSRSHOF eaid that the adoption oí the Canadian OovarimaaVs proposal 

to the effect that the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetaiy Questions 

should examine the Director-General's proposed progratrane and budget estimates before 

they vere discussed by the Health Assembly would not in any w^y curtail ШО'а essential 

right to independent action. That committee would, still only be giving advice to 

WHO and commenting on Its plans and budget estimates； this was something that conunittee 

was already doing, but the advice and commenta would be more detailed and they would be 

made at a better time of the year than in the past. Ш0 would not be providing the 
« 

United Nations with means of inçoeing its will on ШЭ* 
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It was true that each Member government had an opportunity to study the 

Director-General
1

s budget estimates before they were discussed, by the Health Assembly, 

but such study was no substitute for examination of them by a working group of 

the Health Assembly. ICAO had established a budget working group such as that 

which the СаласНап Government was proposing for WHO, and it had done very useful work. 

He hoped that the Board would also discuss the Canadian Government
1

 s proposal 

in paragraph 5 of document EB19/62 that the Director-General be asked to
 H

classify 

projects into two or three categories of urgency"• 

Regarding the statement in paragraph k to which Mr Saita had referred, to the 

effect that Canada had no fixed views on the procedures in question, he explained 

that the Canadian Government hoped the Board would recommend to the Health Assembly 

a definite method of examining the DirectorGeneral
1

s proposed programme and budget 

estimates, but did not think that that method must of necessity incorporate all the 

procedures the Canadian Government had itself proposed, 
« 

The CHAIRMAN thought there could be no objection to the Board recommending 

that the Health Assembly establish a budget working group as proposed by the Canadian 

Government; but of course only the Health Assembly could actually establish the 

proposed group• He thought the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 

should examine the Canadian Government
1

 s proposal further• 

It was so agreed. (For consideration of Standing Coriunit'tee's report, see 

page 420.) 

The meeting rose at 11.10 a.m, 
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1. ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES FOR EXAMINING THE PROGRAME, BUDGET ЛШ ANCILLARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE，FINANCIAL AND PERSONNEL MATTERS (PROPOSAL №ШЕ BY THE 
GOVERNMENT OF СЛШЗЛ) : Item 3 of the Supplementary Agenda (Documents 
EB19/62, EB19/68 and Add.l) — 

The C H A I R l d welcomed Mr Wershof, Permanent Representative of Canada, and 

invited him to put his Government
1

 s views on its proposal (document EB19/62)^ 

Mr WERSHOF thanked the Chairman and the Director-General for arranging to have 

the item proposed by his Government put on the agenda of the session. He also 

thanked the Board for permitting him to be present on behalf of the Canadian 

Government, to amplify its proposal. 

To avoid any misunderstanding, he wished to stress at the outset that the 

Canadian proposal was not aimed at providing a more effective means of cutting ¥HO
J

s 

budget and reducing the Canadian contribution to it
f
 Should the Canadian Government 

take the view at any time that a cut was necessary^ there was machinery available 

within the Organization for putting forward that view at the appropriate time. He 

had thought it worth while to emphasize that point and would mention that the best 

evidence in support of it was the Canadian Government‘s record in providing aid and 

contributions for international purposes. From the end of the Second World War 

through the fiscal year 1956-19 57 > Canada had provided more than $ 4 billion of 

assistance to other countries. During the fiscal year 1956-1957> expenditures would 

probably exceed $ 118 million. Neither of those figures included the cost of 

providing military forces or equipment to the United Nations Emergency Foroe and NATO. 

When the proposal was viewed in the light of expenditures of thtít magnitude
y
 the 

Canadian Government hoped that any members of the Board who might entertain doubts on 

the point would be reassured. 



He would also like to stress that the proposal did not imply any criticism 

whatsoever of the Director-General or his able and devoted associates responsible 

for the administration of WHO. The Canadian Government held WHO in high respect 

and the proposals of principle it had made for the purpose of improving methods of 

preparing the budget did not imply criticism of the administration or suspicion of 

inefficiency. The real purpose was to provide governments with a better opportunity 

for critical examination of past operations and proposals for future e^enditure 

in the annual budget, In the Canadian view, as a matter of principle, Member 

governments should have not only the right, but a convenient opportunity to make a 

detailed examination of the programme, budget and related matters. If such an 

opportunity was given - and the Canadian Government felt that present arrangements 

did not provide a satisfactory one - two important advantages would result. First, 

Member governments would be able to satisfy themselves that the Organization was 

applying the same standards of priority programming and administrative efficiency 

that had to be exercised in national planning and administration. Could it 

reasonably bo expected that major contributing governments should continue to 

appropriate increasing amounts for the work of any organization when it was not given 

that opportunity, while, at the same time insisting on a careful scrutiny of domestic 

programmes for the purpose of allocating priorities and increasing administrative 

efficiency? That inç»lied a kind of double standards one for national governments 

and the other, less severe, for international organizations, including ¥H0. 

The second advantage would be that the more detailed examination would permit 

the Organization to demonstrate to government representatives that it was following 

the highest standards of programming and administration, and that would establish 



solid arguments for the Organization's continued growth and expansion. In other 

words, it was not sufficient that the Organization should be confident of the 

efficiency of its administration and planning； it was equally inportant that 

machinery be provided whereby Member governments could be informed and convinced, in 

the matter. 

The Canadian Government was aware that the general lines of its proposal were not 

new; both the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had considered similar 

proposals several times in the past. It was also aware that, two years ago, the 

Board had suggested that the Health Assembly adopt procedures on the same general 

lines and that the Health Assembly had rejected the proposal. The Canadian 

Government could understand that, in those circumstances， some members of the Board 

might feel that it was not practicable to resubmit similar proposals. That 

consideration had been taken fully into account and, nevertheless； the Canadian 

Government believed that the matter was sufficiently important to raise again. It 

hoped that the Board would decide to submit specific proposals to the Tenth World 

Health Assembly with a view to their inçileraentation. 

Before terminating his remarks, he would like to clear up a misunderstanding that 

had arisen regarding the Canadian proposal to seek the increased help of the United 

Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. The 

Director-Generali s report on the proposal (document EB19/68) reviewed, inter alia, 

the history of relations between ¥H0 and that body (Annex 2). The Director-General 

stated there that he considered the annual review Ъу the Advisory Committee very 

useful and would be sorry if it were only an occasional one, as suggested in the 

Canadian proposal. He could assure the Director-General that the proposal was not 

intended to replace the present annual review by an occasional review of the same kind. 



What was meant was a periodical review, at possibly two-year intervals, of a much 

more thorough kind than the annual review. So far as providing information to 

Member States was concerned, the present annual review of the WHO budget carried out 

by the Advisory Committee was rather perfunctory in conç>arison to that bodyi s 

examination of the United Nations budget. One further serious disadvantage of the 

current report of the Advisory Committee was that it was submitted one year late: 

its report on the 1957 budget, for example^ would come before the Health Assembly 

only when it was considering the 1958 budget. That was not a satisfactory arrangement 

In that connexion, he cited excerpts fron the Advisory Committee's report on the 

administrative budgets of the specialized agencies for 1956 (Official Records No. 68, 

page 170). After summarizing the procedures followed in reviewing agency budgets, 

the report went on to state that the practices that had been developed in that regard 

both in the Advisory Committee and in the Fifth Committee constituted no more than a 

cursory review of the agency budgets. It was doubtful whether such a review could 

Ъе regarded as an adequate implementation of Article 17， paragraph 3, of the Charter. 

The time had perhaps come when the question should be reconsidered. The Advisory 

Committee had, accordingly, wondered whether it might not be possible to substitute 

for the present procedure a more tborough review, to be made at regular intervals of 

a f e w

 yearsj with only one or, at most, two agencies coming under review in a given 

year. It would thus be seen that the Canadian Government was, in effect, repeating 

the Advisory Committee's own suggestion. 

To sum up, therefore, the Canadian Government considered that it would be more 

useful for Member governments and more in the interests of 1Ш0 if the present Advisory 

Committee review were replaced by a more thorough examination of the budget early in 

the year at two or three-year intervals. 



He welcomed the information, given in document EB19/68, that the Director-General 

had invited, the Advisory Committee to visit ШЮ Headquarters in the spring of 1957. 

He understood, however, that the Advisory Committee would be restricted under the 

terms of the relevant General Assembly resolution to studying administrative and 

budgetary co-ordination between WHO, the United Nations and other specialized agencies 

including Technical Assistance. It was true that that was a very useful objective; 

yet it was not the same as a thorough study of the Organization» s administration and 

budget. Should it be found that the broader examination the Canadian proposal aimed 

at was outside the present terms of reference of the Advisory Committee, he was 

confident that the United Nations General Assembly would, on request from ¥H0, agree 

to make the necessaiy change in that body»s mandate. 

In conclusion, he would enphasize that the Canadian Qovernment had an open mind 

on the particular methods considered appropriate for achieving its objective, although 

it had submitted some suggestions in document EB19/62. The main purpose of the 

Canadian Government was to have the Tenth World Health Assembly adopt a procedure， 

» 

on the recommendation of the Executive Board, which would permit a more thorough 

examination of the programme and budget by Member governments. Such action would 

be highly desirable from the point of view of governments and, in the long run, it 

would undoubtedly be to the advantage of the Organization itself• 

The СНА1ШШ thanked Mr Wershof for his explanation and amplification of the 

Canadian Government i s proposal. The Board would certainly appreciate the spirit in 

which that proposal was being made- Before opening the discussion on it, he would 

ask Mr Siegel to speak-



Ш* SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

wished to state at the outset that the Director-General believed that the subject 

under consideration was one of considerable inçortance from the standpoint of the 

Organization!s best interest in the future. The Director-General had consistently 

held the view that it was exceedingly important for Member goverments to feel 

satisfied with the way in which the Organization's work was carried out and with the 

opportunity given to its legislative organs to examine all aspects of the work and 

express a considered opinion on it. 

The procedures which had been instituted Ъу the Health Assembly and the 

Executive Board since the inception of the Organization were presumably based on the 

best available experience of other international organizations. The governments 

represented, in the World Health Assembly had established a set of procedures to 

govern the administrative, financial and programming operations of the Organization. 

Anxious that the Board should have the fullest information at its disposal, the 

Director-General had prepared a report (document EB19/68) summarizing the procedm*es 

adapted from the beginning of the Organization (Annex l)， and giving a history of WHO 

relations with the Advisory Committee (Annex 2). 

It would be evident from the material contained in that report that the Health 

Assembly and the Board had had the matter under constant reviev: since the inception 

0
f the Organization. But that remark should not be construed as meaning that the 

system evolved was necessarily perfect. The Organization was always prepared to 

consider ways of inproving its work. In that consideration, however, it would be 

usefvü to take account of the experience gained over the past ten years and of the need 

to avoid duplication of work, not only by members of the Secretariat but by the 

representatives of Member governments as Xiell, 



With regard to the Canadian Government‘s suggestion that the Advisory Committee 

should make a periodical detailed examination of the programme and budget, there was 

one further aspect to which he would like to draw the Board's attention, namely, the 

composition of that body. It was clear from the Rules of Procedure of the United 

Nations General Assembly (Rules 156 and 157), that members of the Advisory Committee 

were individuals selected by палю. 

In examining the Canadian proposal the Board would, he was sure, wish to bear 

in mind the question of the possible duplication of the procedures now in force 

within the Organization for detailed examination of the programme and budget estimates 

The Canadian representative had mentioned a similar proposal that had been 

rejected by the Eighth World Health Assembly. In that connexion, he would recall 

that the Seventh World Health Assembly had requested the Executive Board to study 

the procedure for consideration of the 1956 programme and budget estimates at the 

Eighth World Health Assembly, and the desirability of having a working party of the 

Assembly established far that purpose (document EB19/68, page 8). The Board at its 

fifteenth session had recommended that the Eighth Health Assembly set up such a 

working party. The Eighth Health Assembly had established a joint committee of the 

two main committees to consider the Board ‘ s re commend ati on, to ítóch an amendment 

had been put forward. Both the original proposal and the amendment had been 

rejected and the Eighth fealth Assembly had decided to follow the procedure previously 

in force. The substance of the Canadian Government‘s proposal was very similar to 

that of the two proposals in question. 

Finally, reverting to the suggested extended use of the Advisory Committee, it 

might be useful for the Board to have fuller information on the discussion that had 

taken place at the tenth session of the General Assembly of the United Nations 



on the Advisory Committeesuggestion that a more thorough review might be 

substituted for the present review of the administrative budgets of the specialized 

agencies. Several delegations had stated that, while they would support consider-

ation of iiEthods which might enhance effective co-ordination of and unity of purpose 

in the programmes and activities of the organizations and concentration of the 

resources available for them, caution must at the same time be exercised to ensure 

that the autопоку of the specialized agencies in the proper fields of effort was 

not impaired (Official Records No. 68， Annex 20, Appendix 2， paragraph 7). 

He would be very glad to supply any further information the Board might desire. 

The CHAIRMAN declared the discussion open. 

Mr BOUCHER, alternate to Sir John Charles, said that he was grateful to the 

representative of the Canadian Government for having amplified paragraph 6 of 

document EB19/62, and in particular the part of that paragraph relating to the 

United Nations Advisory Committee. He thought the proposals in that document were 

excellent and would be of the greatest value in improving WHO!s procedure for 

examining the Director-General‘s proposed programme and budget estimates. The 

fact that the Health Assembly had already considered and rejected a proposal 

similar to the Canadian Government l 日 proposal was not in his opinion sufficient 

reason for refraining from asking the Health Assembly to consider the matter again. 

He hoped that the Board would recommend all the proposals in doctunent ЕВ19/62 to 

the Health Assembly. 



Professor РАК1ЮТ said that the Board should be grateful to the Canadian 

Government for having made the proposals in document EB19/62. 

Mr Siegel had recalled that the. Health Assembly had rejected a proposal that 

it should establish a budget working group : but the Health Assembly had the right 

to reverse its decisions. He saw nothing against the Board recommending that the 

Health Assembly reconsider the question of establishing such a working group. 

Although there were a number of financial experts in delegations to the 

Health Assembly, and indeed among the members of the Board and their alternates 

and advisers, he thought that it would often be useful to have advice from the 

United Nations Advisory Committee on the administrative and financial aspects of 

the Director-General's proposed programme and budget estimates. It should not, 

of course, be made obligatory for WHO to obtain such advice. The specialized 

agencies should keep their autonony and freedom of action. Freedom of action did 

not mean confusion, but neither did organization mean autocracy. It was always 

useful to hear the advice of the people most qualified to give it, but he was 

firmly opposed to WHO'S being obliged systematically and regularly to ask for that 

advice. . 

Dr ЁЬ~СШТ1 notedthat the main purpose of the Canadian Government‘s proposals 

was to ensure that Meniber governments had adequate opportunity to study the 

Director-General's proposed programme and budget estimates : he would point out 

that Member governments had roughly five months in which to study them before a 

decision was taken on them by the Health Assembly. WHO was completely different 

from ajny other international organization; the Health Assembly should be allowed 



to continue examining the Organization's programme and budget without arrangements 

being made for some other governmental organization to participate in that work. 

He was therefore opposed to the proposals made by the Canadian Government. 

Dr SIRI said the Board should be grateful to the Canadian Government for 

trying to find a way of overcoming the difficulties which had been encountered 

during the yearly examination of the Director-General's proposed programme and 

budget estimates. Each of the Canadian Government's proposals deserved careful 

consideration. 

Regarding the proposal that the Advisory Committee on Administrative and 

Budgetary Questions should carry out a thorough review of the proposed programme 

and budget estimates before they were considered. Ъу the Health Assembly, he felt 

it his duty to draw attention to the fact that the proposal raised questions of 

principle regarding the autonoirçr, rights and duties of WHO, and indeed its very 

existence. He was convinced that the Canadian Government sincerely wanted to 

improve the procedure for examining the programme and budget estimates， but if its 

proposals were followed, WHO would be giving up much of its freedom of action. 

To ask the Advisory Committee to judge those estimates would be tantamount to 

handing over the keys of WHO to a foreign Ъофг, which, although it had world-wide 

responsibilities, was not competent to assess the estimates since it could not 

enter into WHO'S problems. 

Regarding the established internal procedure of WHO for dealing with the 

programme and budget estimates, it could be argued that there were many defects. 

Every year delegations felt frustrated when they discussed the estimates because 

not enough money could be obtained to carry out all the work which WHO should do. 

But one rmist be realistic; men were never able to obtain all they wanted, not even 



in so far as their imperative health requirements were concerned. Not everyone 

could be satisfied. The procedure followed by WHO was, he thought^ entirely 

normal in as far as intergovernmental relations were concerned; it might not be 

perfect, but it was acceptable and sufficiently useful to warrant the Organization 

refraining from making any changes to it without first studying very carefully all 

the questions involved• 

The proposed prograinme and budget estimates were carefully drawn up by the 

Director-General and his staff j they wore then considered by the Board and the 

Standing Committee. All Member governments had several months in which to study 

them before they wero discussed by the Health Assembly^ and at the Health Assembly, 

when they were discussed by the Conunittee on Programme and Budget^ all Members had 

an opportunity to make any proposals they то.shed. To arrange for them to Ъе 

discussed by ал additional body, in which governments could again give their opinion, 

would certainly not simplify the situation. 

He was not proposing that the Board should reject the Canadian Government ̂  s 

proposals out of handj but they should not be approved without very careful study. 

Di? CLARK also expressed appreciation of the action taken by the Canadian 

Government in submitting its proposals• 

Dr MOORE said that if WHO adopted the Canadian Government ' s proposals it would 

not lose any of its independence of action, but it would be laying the foundation 

for a sounder review of the programme and budget estimates• 



Mr SAITA was grateful to the Canadian Government for -submitting the proposals, 

Xn spite of the fact that governments had an opportunity to examine the Director-

General's proposed programme and budget estimates before the Assembly, discussed them, 

and in spite of doubts expressed by some members of the Board on the grounds that the 

Health Assembly had already rejected a proposal to establish a budget working group, 

he «аз in favour of the Board recommending the Canadian proposals to the Health 
* 

Assembly because the matter was one of vital importance. He agreed with Dr 

Moore that in adopting these proposals, W O would not be surrendering any of its 
4 

independence of action* 

He had noted the statement in paragraph 4 of doc Time nt EB19/62 that Canada 

had no fixed views cm the procedures under discussion, and he presumed that that 

statement meant that the Canadian Government was not proposing any specific course 

for the Board to follow. That being so, he thought that the Board should refer the 
i • 

whole matter to the Health Assembly, 

Dr JAFAR also thought there was no reason for supposing that ШЮ would be 

surrendering its independence if it adopted the Canadian Governraentïs proposal for 

a review by the Advisoiy Committee, since that Committee had for тадг years been 

regularly examining ШО'б budget. It was only a question of making greater use of 

the Advisory Committee and of establishing closer relations between it and WHO» 

If the majority of the members of Ш0 decided that an additional WHO body should 

be established to examine the Director-General's proposed programme and budget estimates 

the Board should welcome such an arrangement as improving Ж)
1

 s internal procedures 

for their examination, in which the Standing C _ i t t e e and the Board were already-

taking part. 



The DIRECTOR
r
QENERA.L said that he was grateful to the representative of the 

Canadian Government for explaining the proposals in document EB19/62 to the Board. 

Those proposals had been submitted by a single government^ but they represented the 

views of many governments whose representatives on the Fiftii Committee of ttoe United 

Nations General Assembly had repeatedly expressed doubts regarding the programme 

planning and budgetaay procedures of the specialized agencies
t
 He, and the 

Directors-General of other specialized agencies had explained to the Economic and 

Social Council of the United Nations at its twenty-second session, in 1956^ the wqt 

in which their agency programmes were drawn up and their budgetary procedures* 

From attending that meeting he had gained the impression that there D«as a certain 

frustration among some members of the Council because they could not find ways and 

means of fuller analyzing the programmes and budgets of the various agencies» He 

had no objection to anyone examining his proposed programme and budget estimates* 

The question of whether the Health Assembly should establish an additional body to 

examine them was of course one "which the Health Assembly alone could decide• His 

proposed programme and bucget estimates were every year sent to all Member govermr^nts 

before 31 December^ and the Board^s report on them -was sent around 15 March j therefore 

governments therefore had good time in which to examine them before the Health Assembly 

took a decision on them» 

He considered that the arrangaments made between the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies regarding the latter
1

s programmes and budgets, and which were 

described in Annex 2 of document EB19/68, had been very fruitful* The annual review 

by the United Nations Advisory Committee of "WHO
1

 s administrative budget was very useful 

The Advisory Committee had carried out a particularly thorough examination in 工ID 



and UNESCO in 1956 and they would carry out similar examinations in W D and in 

FAD during the year which had just begun. But any broadening of the functions 

of the Advisoiy Committee where the programme planning and budgets of Ше specialized 

agencies -were concerned, would inevitably entail a loss of autonomy, There was a 

difference between examination of his proposed programme and budget estimates by a 

body consisting of individual financial experts who were not government representatives 

and such an examination by a body composed of representatives of Member governments. 

The Advisory Committee could not carry out a complete examination of WHO'S budget^ 

because that was not possible without assessing Ш0
1

з programme and the Advisory 
i 

Committee тдаэ not competent to assess that p r o g r a m m e D i d the Board perhaps think 

that Ш0 should itself set up a small body composed of suitably qualified experts to . 

examine the programme and budget estimates? 

• The СНА1ШШ inquired whether the representative of the Canadian Government 

wished, to comment on any points raised during the discussion, 

Mr "WERSHOF (Canada) said that the adoption of the Canadian Gcvernnient's proposal 

to the effect that the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

should examine the Director-General's proposed programme and budget estimates before 

they were discussed by the Health Assembly would nab in any way curtail MIO's essential 

right to independent action» That committee would, still only be giving advice to 

Ш0 and commenting on its plans and budget estimates} this was something that committee 

was already doing； but the advice and comments would be more detailed and they would be 

made at a better time of the year than in the past» Ш0 would not be providing the 
* 

United Nations with means of imposing its will on Ш0. 



It was true that each Member government had an opportunity to study the Director-

Generalas budget estimates in isolation before they were discussed by the Health 

Assembly
л
 but such study was no substitute far examination of them by a woricing group 

* 

of the Health Assembly* ICAO had established a budget working group, such as that 

似hich the Canadian Governinent was proposing for WHO and it had done very useful "work* 

He hoped that the Board would also discuss the Canadian Government's proposal 

in paragraph 5 of document EB19/62 that the Director-General be asked to "classify 

projects into two or three categories of urgency". 

Regarding the statement in paragraph 4 to which Mr Sa.ita had referred^ to the 

effect that Canada had no fixed views on the procedures in question^ he would explain 

that the Canadian Government hoped the Board would recommend to the Health kssembly 

a definite method of examining the Director-Generalas proposed programme and budget 

estimates, but did not think that that method must of necessity incorporate all the 

procedures it had itself proposed^ 

The СНАШМАЛ thought there could be no objection to the Board recommending 

that the Health Assembly establish a budget working group as proposed by the Canadian 

Government j but of course only the Health Assembly could actually establish the 
* 

proposed £roup
4
 He thought the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 

should examine the Canadian Government^ proposal further» 

It yes so agreed^ 

The meeting rose at 11Д0 a
t
m, 


